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Batman: Cataclysm
The finale of Dan Jurgens’s iconic run on Batman Beyond finds Terry McGinnis
accused of crimes he didn’t commit! When one of his greatest rogues, the
formidable Inque, poses as Batman and causes havoc around Gotham City,
Wonder Woman will stop by to confront Batman Beyond. Will Terry be able to
convince her that he’s innocent or will he find himself the enemy of one of the DC
Universe’s greatest heroes? The epic conclusion of the series is here!
The complete BATMAN: CONTAGION storyline is available for the first time ever,
along with chapters that lead into the thrilling confrontation with the mastermind
behind the outbreak in BATMAN: LEGACY. A mysterious and lethal virus is
unleashed on the unknowing inhabitants of Gotham City, causing excruciating
pain-and ultimately death-within 48 hours of contact. Batman, Robin and
Nightwing must race to contain the chaos while finding a cure-with the help of
unlikely allies Azrael, Huntress, Catwoman and Poison Ivy. But can the Dark
Knight and his team of vigilantes stop an invisible enemy? And what happens
when one of them is infected? Collects AZRAEL 15-16, BATMAN 529, BATMAN
CHRONICLES 4, BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT 48-49, CATWOMAN 31-35,
DETECTIVE COMICS 695-696 and ROBIN 27-30.
The Batcave is destroyed, the city in ruins and the inmates of both the local jail
and asylum are on the loose. The Quakemaster has succeded in bringing Gotham
to its knees and Batman seems powerless to act.
Batman: Road to No Man's Land Omnibus is a gripping and heartwrenching
collection masterfully brought together by Chuck Dixon. Azrael is back in Gotham,
but he's not the only one. Bringing back Bane with him in an attempt to get him in
custody, Azrael's plan is halted when an earthquake provides the perfect escape
for Bane. Catwoman's world begins to unravel as the Angle Man is back in
Gotham--his mind set on murder. Batman and his allies are faced with the
enemies they've faced before...and haven't...while trying to save Gotham, its
people, and their own souls. Collects Azrael: Agent of the Bat #40, Azrael: Agent
of the Bat #47-50, Batman #554-562, Batman: Shadow of the Bat #73-82,
Detective Comics #719-722, Detective Comics #724-729, Catwoman #56-57,
Robin #52-54, The Batman Chronicles #12, The Batman Chronicles #14-15,
Nightwing #19-20, Batman: Arkham Asylum - Tales of Madness #1, Batman:
Blackgate - Isle of Men #1, Batman: Huntress/Spoiler - Blunt Trauma #1
Batman: No Man's Land Omnibus Vol. 1
Batman and Ethics
Cataclysm
Batman - Unabridged Guide
A novel

The U.S. Government has deemed Gotham City uninhabitable after a cataclysmic earthquake.
Months later, those who have refused to vacate "No Man's Land" live amidst a citywide turf war
in which the strongest prey on the weak. As gangs terrorize the ravaged populace, the
Scarecrow uses a church relief project as a real-life lab to test his experiments in fear. But with
the return of Batman and the appearance of an enigmatic new Batgirl, justice returns to
Gotham.
Batman has been one of the world’s most beloved superheroes since his first appearance in
Detective Comics #27 in 1939. Clad in his dark cowl and cape, he has captured the imagination
of millions with his single-minded mission to create a better world for the people of Gotham City
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by fighting crime, making use of expert detective skills, high-tech crime-fighting gadgets, and an
extensive network of sidekicks and partners. But why has this self-made hero enjoyed such
enduring popularity? And why are his choices so often the subject of intense debate among his
fans and philosophers alike? Batman and Ethics goes behind the mask to shed new light on the
complexities and contradictions of the Dark Knight’s moral code. From the logic behind his
aversion to killing to the moral status of vigilantism and his use of torture in pursuit of justice
(or perhaps revenge), Batman’s ethical precepts are compelling but often inconsistent and
controversial. Philosopher and pop culture expert Mark D. White uses the tools of moral
philosophy to track Batman’s most striking ethical dilemmas and decisions across his most
prominent storylines from the early 1970s through the launch of the New 52, and suggests how
understanding the mercurial moral character of the caped crusader might help us reconcile our
own. A thought-provoking and entertaining journey through four decades of Batman’s struggles
and triumphs in time for the franchise’s 80th anniversary, Batman and Ethics is a perfect
gateway into the complex questions of moral philosophy through a focused character study of
this most famous of fictional superheroes.
A devastating earthquake has left Gotham City in ruins, and the government is getting close to
completely cutting it off from the rest of civilization. But there's one man who's vowed to save
Gotham from whatever foe it comes up against, and now Bruce Wayne must put aside his life as
Batman and put on his suit and tie as he takes his fight for the fate of Gotham to Washington,
D.C. Lurking in the shadows is the mysterious Nicholas Scratch who will do everything in his
power to ensure Gotham becomes a No ManÕs Land! In this, the final act before the beginning
of the classic event, ÒNo Man's Land,Ó Bruce Wayne, Robin, Nightwing and many others try to
save their city from destruction once again-this time at the hands of the U.S. government.
BATMAN: ROAD TO NO MANÕS LAND VOL. 2 collects for the first time the complete ÒRoad
to No ManÕs LandÓ storyline that rocked the Bat family and leads into the hit crossover event
No ManÕs Land, Reprinting DETECTIVE COMICS #727-729, BATMAN #560-562, BATMAN:
SHADOW OF THE BAT #80-82, THE BATMAN CHRONICLES #15, AZRAEL #47-50, and
BATMAN: NO MANÕS LAND SECRET FILES AND ORIGINS #1.
"Features secret moments from Bruce's training abroad, run-ins with aspiring district attorney
Harvey Dent, and how Bruce learned to work with his new ally, Lieutenant Jim Gordon. This
collection spins into total darkness as the Riddler stirs up chaos in Gotham City in the 'Secret
City,' 'Dark City,' and 'Savage City' events. What corners of Batman's past will be revealed?
And how will they impact his very near future?"
Batman: Knight Out
Batman Versus Predator III
Batman (2016-) #111
Moon Knight
Batman
Fear has a color. It’s the gruesome glow of yellow, wielded by the totalitarian tyrant
Sinestro and his Yellow Lanterns. And now the entire universe is bathed in its sinister
light. The Sinestro Corps have replaced the Green Lanterns as the peacekeepers of the
galaxy. Oa, the homeworld of the Guardians and their Green Lantern Corps, is no
more. In its place at the center of the universe orbits Warworld, Sinestro’s home base.
The Green Lanterns have vanished, leaving no one to oppose the Sinestro Corps’
reign of terror. No one, that is, except the last Lantern: Hal Jordan. Convicted of crimes
he didn’t commit, reduced to a being of pure thought and will, Hal must now battle back
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from the brink to reform the Corps and free all of creation from his archenemy’s iron
fist. Sinestro’s word is law…but Hal Jordan is the lawbreaker! Collects issues #1-7 and
the HAL JORDAN AND THE GREEN LANTERN CORPS: REBIRTH one-shot special.
Fear State aftermath! Following the collapse of the Magistrate program, Jace Fox is still
doing damage control from the events of Fear State. There’s a dangerous new player
in Gotham, however, and they’ve set their sights on bringing down the Dark Knight!
It's the end of Gotham City as we know it as a devastating earthquake strikes! In the
aftermath of the quake, Wayne Manor has collapsed into the Batcave, the criminal
residents of Blackgate Prison make a daring escape, and countless innocents are
caught in the chaos of a city out of control. Can Batman hope to restore order, even
with the help of Robin, Nightwing, Catwoman, and others? This heart-pounding volume
leads directly into the current "No Man's Land."
Gotham City is a battleground as The Joker takes over the Wayne fortune and wages a
street war against the Dark Knight and his allies! Enter the “war zone” with short stories
featuring characters like Cassandra Cain, Stephanie Brown, and Luke Fox and see how
they’re fighting back in a city under siege! Also, the brutal full debut of the mysterious
new anti-hero known as Clownhunter!
Batman: Contagion
Girls of Dimension 13
DC Comics Encyclopedia
I Am Batman (2021-) #6

After suffering a cataclysmic earthquake, the U.S. government has deemed Gotham City
uninhabitable and ordered all citizens to leave. It is now months later and those that have
refused to vacate 'No Man's Land' live amidst a citywide turf war inwhich the strongest prey
on the weak. Batman and his allies continue their fight to save Gotham during its darkest
hour. Taking on a new costume and persona as Batgirl, the Huntress joins forces with
Barbara Gordon, the former Batgirl, while Nightwing, the former Robin, tries to help the
city's remaining citizens in any way he can. But as Batman begins to realize that he is
fighting a fight he can't win, he collapses into a state of despair from which he may never
recover. BATMAN: NO MAN'S LAND VOL. 2 collects stories from some of the great Dark
Knight scribes of all-time, including Denny O'Neil, Greg Rucka, Kelley Puckett and Chuck
Dixon. Collects BATMAN #567-568, DETECTIVE COMICS #734-735, BATMAN:
LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #119-121, BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT
#87-88, BATMAN CHRONICLES #17, ROBIN #67, NIGHTWING #35-37, CATWOMAN
#72-74, AZRAEL: AGENT OF THE BAT #56-57 and YOUNG JUSTICE: NO MAN'S
LAND #1.
/Rick Burchett and Brian Stelfreeze Bane, the villain who broke Batman's back in the
unforgettable KNIGHTFALL storyline, is back! Left adriift on the high seas after his last
encounter with the Dark Knight, Bane regains consciousness on a floating nuclear power
plant--the perfect instrument of revenge against Batman and Gotham City. Graphic novel
format.
In her first novel since the Pulitzer Prize–nominated The Quick and the Dead, the legendary
writer takes us into an uncertain landscape after an environmental apocalypse, a world in
which only the man-made has value, but some still wish to salvage the authentic. "She
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practices ... camouflage, except that instead of adapting to its environment, Williams’s
imagination, by remaining true to itself, reveals new colorations in the ecology around her.”
—A.O. Scott, The New York Times Book Review Khristen is a teenager who, her mother
believes, was marked by greatness as a baby when she died for a moment and then came
back to life. After Khristen’s failing boarding school for gifted teens closes its doors, and she
finds that her mother has disappeared, she ranges across the dead landscape and washes up
at a “resort” on the shores of a mysterious, putrid lake the elderly residents there call “Big
Girl.” In a rotting honeycomb of rooms, these old ones plot actions to punish corporations
and people they consider culpable in the destruction of the final scraps of nature’s beauty.
What will Khristen and Jeffrey, the precocious ten-year-old boy she meets there, learn from
this “gabby seditious lot, in the worst of health but with kamikaze hearts, an army of the
aged and ill, determined to refresh, through crackpot violence, a plundered earth”?
Rivetingly strange and beautiful, and delivered with Williams’s searing, deadpan wit,
Harrow is their intertwined tale of paradise lost and of their reasons—against all
reasonableness—to try and recover something of it.
Batman isnÕt the only masked crusader in town-and Arkham Asylum has many, many cells
beyond those detaining the Penguin, the Joker, and Poison Ivy. But this is not the dark,
dismal Arkham Asylum of old-this modern Arkham is run by the son of the original
founder, Jeremiah Arkham. He is determined to improve on his fatherÕs methods, and in
doing so walks perilously close to the abyss of madness himself. Can Jeremiah cure the Dark
Knight when Batman is committed to Arkham for killing a cop? Writer ALAN GRANT
(DETECTIVE COMICS) joins artists TIM SALE (BATMAN: THE LONG HALLOWEEN),
NORM BREYFOGLE (BATMAN), and more in these stories about the men and women in
shadow-the shadow of the Bat! Collects BATMAN: THE SHADOW OF THE BAT #1-12!
Batman Beyond (2016-2020) #50
Batman Gotham Knight (Novelisation)
Batman: Road to No Man's Land Vol. 2
Batman: No Man's Land Vol. 1 (New Edition)
Batman: Cataclysm
When the quake strikes Gotham, Arkham Asylum closes up tight as a drum. Freed
from their cells, the inmates have taken a rookie guard hostage as part of a devious
contest: whoever tells the scariest tale "wins" the guard…to do with him as they
wish.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from
Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 49. Chapters: Batman: Year One,
Batman: Knightfall, Batman Beyond, Batman R.I.P., Batman: A Death in the Family,
Batman: The Return of Bruce Wayne, Batman: Battle for the Cowl, Batman & Son, No
Man's Land, Batman: Hush, The Resurrection of Ra's al Ghul, Batman: Year Two,
Batman: Cataclysm, Batman: Legacy, Batman: Leatherwing, Batman: Whatever
Happened to the Caped Crusader?, Bruce Wayne: Fugitive, Batman: War Games,
Batwoman: Elegy, Batman: Contagion, The Man Who Falls, Batman: Under the Hood,
Batman: The Last Arkham, Batman: Face the Face, The Berlin Batman, Batman:
Gothic, Joker's Millions, Batman: Dark Moon Rising, Broken City, War Crimes, As the
Crow Flies, Batman: Year Three, Two-Face: Year One. Excerpt: "Knightfall" is the title
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given to a major Batman story arc published by DC Comics that dominated Batmanrelated serial comic books in the spring and summer of 1993. "Knightfall" is also the
umbrella title to the trilogy of storylines that ran from 1993 to 1994. They consisted
of "Broken Bat," "Who Rules The Night," and "Knightsend." Collectively, they are
unofficially known as the KnightSaga. The story takes place over approximately six
months. Bruce Wayne (Batman) suffers burnout and is systematically assaulted and
crippled by a "super steroid"-enhanced genius named Bane. Wayne is replaced as
Batman by an apprentice named Jean-Paul Valley, who becomes increasingly violent
and unstable, tarnishing Batman's reputation. Eventually, Wayne is healed through
paranormal means, and reclaims his role as Batman. Knightfall resulted in long-term
ramifications for the Batman mythos, as Batman's trust from the police, public, and
fellow superheroes had to be rebuilt. Additionally, Wayne realizes the peril and
burden of attempting to work in solitude, leading to the eventual creation of the
modern incarnation of the Batman family. The...
BatmanCataclysmDc Comics
It begins with the return of the Apocalypse Plague-a deadly disease that infected
Gotham City and almost killed Robin-now in an even more virulent form. Batman,
Robin, Nightwing and even Catwoman must find out the origin of this ancient virus
before it is released worldwide. Their travels take them from the heart of Gotham
halfway around the world to Sudan, where two of their greatest enemies are revealed
to be the masterminds of this wicked plot. The stakes have never been this high and
the question remains: Will Batman and his allies stop a relic of the past from dooming
mankind’s future? Now, for the first time ever, get the complete BATMAN: LEGACY
storyline along with never-before-collected chapters that reveal the architects of the
outbreak in BATMAN: LEGACY! Collects BATMAN #533, BATMAN SHADOW OF THE
BAT #53, CATWOMAN #33-35, DETECTIVE COMICS #697-700 and ROBIN #31.
I Am Batman (2021-) #4
Batman: Arkham Asylum - Tales of Madness (1998-) #1
Batman (2016-) #95
Batman: No Man's Land Vol. 2
Batman: Road to No Man's Land Vol. 1
Mayor Nakano announces a crackdown on masked vigilantes just as the
Magistrate moves against the Unsanity Collective. Batman attempts to
avert a bloodbath, while the Scarecrow makes his final move..."Fear State"
is about to begin! Backup: Ghost-Maker faces his most gruesome
adversary yet...the horrific Razorline!
Complete, Unabridged Guide to Batman. Get the information you
need--fast! This comprehensive guide offers a thorough view of key
knowledge and detailed insight. It's all you need. Here's part of the
content - you would like to know it all? Delve into this book today!..... : As
the storyline was Jim Lee's first regular comic book work in nearly a
decade, the series became #1 on the Diamond Comic Distributors sales
chart for the first time since Batman #500 (October 1993) and Jason
Todd's appearance laid the groundwork for writer Judd Winick's
subsequent run as writer on Batman, with another multi-issue epic, Under
the Hood, which ran from Batman #637-650. ...The lighter tone Batman
had taken in the period between the Golden and Silver Ages led to the
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stories of the late 1950s and early 1960s that often feature a large
number of science-fiction elements, and Batman is not significantly
updated in the manner of other characters until Detective Comics #327
(May 1964), in which Batman reverts to his detective roots, with most
science-fiction elements jettisoned from the series. ...This version of
Batman partners with and marries the reformed Earth-Two Catwoman,
Selina Kyle (as shown in Superman Family #211) and fathers Helena
Wayne, who, as the Huntress, becomes (along with Dick Grayson, the
Earth-Two Robin) Gotham's protector once Wayne retires from the
position to become police commissioner, a position he occupies until he is
killed during one final adventure as Batman. ... Meanwhile, Batman's
relationship with the Gotham City Police Department changed for the
worse with the events of Batman: Officer Down and Batman: War
Games/War Crimes; Batman's long-time law enforcement allies
Commissioner Gordon and Harvey Bullock are forced out of the police
department in Officer Down, while War Games and War Crimes saw
Batman become a wanted fugitive after a contingency plan of his to
neutralize Gotham City's criminal underworld is accidentally triggered,
resulting in a massive gang war that ends with the sadistic Black Mask
the undisputed ruler of the city's criminal gangs. There is absolutely
nothing that isn't thoroughly covered in the book. It is straightforward,
and does an excellent job of explaining all about Batman in key topics and
material. There is no reason to invest in any other materials to learn
about Batman. You'll understand it all. Inside the Guide: Batman,
Batman: Earth One, Batman: Digital Justice, Batman: Death Wish,
Batman: Dead End, Batman: Dark Victory, Batman: Dark Tomorrow,
Batman: Dark Moon Rising, Batman: Dark Knight Dynasty, Batman:
Contagion, Batman: Child of Dreams, Batman: Chaos in Gotham, Batman:
Cataclysm, Batman: Castle of the Bat, Batman: Cacophony, Batman:
Battle for the Cowl, Batman: Arkham City Lockdown, Batman: Arkham
City, Batman: Arkham Asylum, Batman: Anarky, Batman: A Death in the
Family, Batman/The Spirit, Batman/Superman/Wonder Woman: Trinity,
Batman/Judge Dredd: Judgment on Gotham, Batman/Houdini: The Devil's
Workshop, Batman/Hellboy/Starman, Batman/Aliens, Batman's utility belt,
Batgirl: Year One, Batgirl, Batdance, Batcycle, Batcopter, Batcomputer,
Batcave, Batboat, Batarang, Bat phone, Bat-Signal, Bat-Mite, Bat-Manga!:
The Secret History of Batman in Japan, Bat, Barbara Gordon in other
media, Barbara Gordon, Bane in other media, Bane (comics), Azrael
(comics), Azrael (comic book), As the Crow Flies (comics), Arnold John
Flass, Arkham Asylum: A Serious House on Serious Earth, Arkham
Asylum, Aquaman, Appellaxian, Anti-Justice League, Anthro (comics),
Anthony Wayne, Anarky in Gotham City, Anarky (comic book), American
Broadcasting Company, Amazo, Alyas Batman en Robin, Alyas Batman at
Robin, Alternative versions of Robin, Alternative versions of Batman,
Alternative versions of Barbara Gordon, All Star Batman and Robin the
Boy Wonder, All-American Publications, Alfred Pennyworth, Alexander
Luthor, Jr., Alex Ross, Alan Scott, Alan Moore...
"It is a foe Batman can see and hear, but he cannot touch. It will strike
only once, yet will change his life forever. Already weakened by a
devastating plague, Gotham City is struck by an unexpected force of
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nature: an earthquake that registers over 7.5 on the Richter scale! In a
single instant the Batcave and Wayne Manor are left in ruins, thousands
are dead and the Batman is among the missing. With the city quickly
plunging into darkness, the only thing that stands between Gotham and
complete chaos is Nightwing, Robin, and the rest of the Bat-Family. Will
the Dark Knight return in time and save what's left of Gotham? Or is this
a disaster so devastating that the city my never fully recover? BATMAN:
CATACLYSM collects for the first time the complete crossover event that
changed Batman and Gotham City forever. Collects BATMAN #553-554,
DETECTIVE COMICS #719-721, BATMAN SHADOW OF THE BAT #73-74,
NIGHTWING #19-20, CATWOMAN #56-57, ROBIN #52-53, AZRAEL #40,
BATMAN CHRONICLES #12, BATMAN BLACKGATE #1, BATMAN:
HUNTRESS/SPOILER #1, and BATMAN ARKHAM ASYLUM TALES OF
MADNESS #1."
Batman fights for his life against a new breed of Peacekeeper, augmented
with his family’s own technology! The only person who might be able to
save his life is…Lucius Fox?!
Batman: Cataclysm (New Edition)
Harrow
The Batman Who Laughs (2018-2019) #4
Batman: Legacy
Godzilla: Cataclysm #5

The monumental crossover event that changed Gotham City and the
Dark Knight forever collected in one volume for the first time.
After suffering a cataclysmic earthquake, the U.S. government
has deemed Gotham City uninhabitable and ordered all citizens to
leave. It is now months later and those that have refused to
vacate 'No Man's Land' live amidst a citywide turf war in which
the strongest prey on the weak. Batman and his allies including
the enigmatic new Batgirl, Nightwing, Oracle and Robin must
fight to save Gotham during its darkest hour and return Justice
to the destroyed city. Includes Batman: Legends of the Dark
Knight #116-121, Azrael: Agent of the Bat #51-57, Batman
#563-568, Batman: Shadow of the Bat #83-88, Detective Comics
#730-735, Catwoman #72-74, Robin #67, The Batman Chronicles
#16-17, Nightwing #35-37, Batman: No Man's Land (Collector's)
#1, Batman: No Man's Land Gallery #1, and Young Justice In No
Man's Land #1
It was always going to come to this. The Clown Prince of Crime
and the Dark Knight Detective go head-to-head for the last time.
The Joker has never wanted to win before, he’s never wanted his
battle with Batman to end, but now his motivation has shifted.
He has decided that one way or another, this will be the final
chapter to their story. “Joker War” begins here!
As one of Godzilla's most devastating foes emerges, Hiroshi must
come to terms with his role in the Cataclysm. Will his actions
be enough to rectify the mistakes of the past?
A deadly plague has struck Gotham City and the infected only
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have 48 hours to live! Batman must race to find a cure and save
the citizens of Gotham before it's too late. With the help of
Robin, Nightwing and unlikely allies Catwoman and Azrael, Batman
faces off against not only a deadly virus, but also some of the
most lethal members of his rogues gallery. Featuring appearances
by Poison Ivy, R'as al Ghul, Bane and many more! Written by
legendary Bat-scribe Chuck Dixon, these classic tales lead into
Batman: Cataclysm which leads directly into Batman: No Man's
Land. Collects Batman: The Shadow of the Bat #53-54, Batman
#533-534, Detective Comics #700-702, Catwoman #36, Robin #32-33,
and Batman: Bane.
Batman/Wildcat
Batman: Road to No Man's Land Omnibus
Hal Jordan and the Green Lantern Corps Vol. 1: Sinestro's Law
Batman: Zero Year
Batman Cataclysm

Four young women are brought together by a mysterious invitation to live in a
creepy building in NYC. They soon learn that the building houses a portal to the
other twelve known dimensions, and that a malevolent creature known as
Abraxis has bound these dimensions together, enslaving them to his will. For
centuries, the portal has been guarded by a gatekeeper to prevent the evil on
the other side from gaining access to OUR dimension. Now the gatekeeper, Anna
Nightlinger, is missing, and the only thing standing in Abraxis' way is a quartet
of young women with powers and abilities they don't even know they have...for
now. Written by Inkpot Award-winning writer/artist Graham Nolan (The
Chenoo, Return to Monster Island, co-creator of Bane) and illustrated by Emmy
Award-winning artist, Bret Blevins (Superman: The Animated Series, Justice
League), THE GIRLS OF DIMENSION 13 is a fantasy tale of discovery and
empowerment, proving that sometimes all you need is a little help from your
friends.
After a tumultuous period-including being replaced by Azrael and a deadly
contagion hitting Gotham City-Batman s back to business in this collection of
stories by the fan-favorite creative team of Chuck Dixon and Graham Nolan, the
creators of Bane! As Batman reels from the aftermath of the Final Night, the
Riddler and Cluemaster unite for a uniquely vexing attack-and then Gunhawk
and Deathstroke come to town! After all of that, if anything s left of Gotham,
Firefly might just burn it to the ground. Collects Detective Comics #703-718.
Part of the Batman mythos set in between Batman Begins and The Dark Knight,
this title contains six interlocking stories.
Batman is on a desperate hunt through Gotham City, tracking down the dark
version of himself known as the Grim Knight. But the serum BatmanÕs been selfadministering has started to transform his mind, making him into something
much darker...something amoralÉsomething like the Batman Who LaughsÑand
heÕs starting to lose his grip on reality. Toeing the line between vengeance and
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justice, Batman must struggle to keep his moral code as the Grim Knight gains
control of the Batcave, sending all of his vehicles and weapons on a collision
course with Gotham City. The Grim Knight, the Batman Who Laughs, even allies
like Jim Gordon and his son force Batman to pull the triggerÉand activate the
Last Laugh. Will Batman be the savior of Gotham City once more? Or is he the
kill shot?
Batman: Shadow of the Bat Vol. 1
Batman: Legacy Vol. 1
Batman Storylines
Blood Ties
I Am Batman (2021-) #5
Jace Fox’s baptism by fire as Batman during “Fear State” was the
first step toward his next great challenge-a relocation to the
Big Apple! Joining his mother and sisters in the move as they
arrive to the city, Jace will find new adventure, a rekindled
love, and terrifying new adversaries as “Empire State of Mind”
begins!
After suffering a cataclysmic earthquake, the U.S. government
has deemed Gotham City as uninhabitable and ordered all citizens
to leave. It is now months later and those that have refused to
vacate 'No Man's Land' live amidst a citywide turf war inwhich
the strongest prey on the weak. As gangs terrorize the ravaged
populace, the Scarecrow uses a church relief project as a real
life lab to test his experiments in fear. But with the return of
the vigilante, Batman, and the appearance of anenigmatic new
Batgirl, justice returns to Gotham. BATMAN: NO MAN'S LAND VOL. 1
is the first chapter in the monumental crossover event that
changed Gotham City and the Dark Knight forever. Collects
BATMAN: NO MAN'S LAND #1, BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT #83-86,
BATMAN #563-566, DETECTIVE COMICS #730-733, AZRAEL: AGENT OF THE
BAT #51-55, BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #117-118 and
BATMAN CHRONICLES #16.
It's a familiar rite of passage: a father takes his son on a
hunting trip, hoping to impart some wisdom to his offspring.
There's just one thing wrong: the father and son are deadly
Predators, fearsome hunters from another galaxy, and the son's
prey is Batman's teenaged partner, Robin. Co-published with Dark
Horse Comics.
The fight of the century is on! In one corner, Justice Society
of America member Wildcat, the greatest bare-knuckle scrapper on
the planet. In the other corner, the Dark Knight himself,
Batman! Who will win when two of the greatest fighters go toe to
toe? It'll take more than muscle if these two heroes want to try
and shut down a secret superhuman fighting ring that's killing
their combatants...and that’s if they don’t kill each other
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first! Written by critically acclaimed author Chuck Dixon, this
graphic novel pits Wildcat against two Gotham City
greats--Batman and Catwoman! Collects the full BATMAN/WILDCAT
and CATWOMAN/WILDCAT miniseries as well as five additional
classic Wildcat team-ups from THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD.
Cataclysm (Batman)
Batman: The Joker War Zone (2020-) #1
Bane
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